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Categories

• Categories provide the 
framework for organizing 
resources 

• Classification assigns individual 
resources to categories.



http://ogres-crypt.com/public/NetFlix-Streaming-Genres2.html

http://ogres-crypt.com/public/NetFlix-Streaming-Genres2.html


Categories
• There are many ways we can 

carve up the world, and 
different categorizations 
accomplish different ends 
and have different caveats 
attached. 

• Many choices to make when 
creating or adopting a 
categorization system



• Categories define the classification task 

• Before jumping in to the technical details of 
classifying, we need to make sure that the classes 
we are trying to discriminate correspond to what 
we want to learn. 

• Sentiment (positive vs. negative) 
• Political preference (democrat vs. republican) 
• A “good” employee

Categories in DS



• If a predictive model fares poorly at discriminating 
between categories (given sufficient training data), 
maybe we should look at the categories again.

Categories in DS



• Classification: use an existing set of categories to 
predict the category for a new data point 

• Clustering: infer a set of new categories from 
structure in the data.



Why?



Document clustering

Google News



Behavioral clustering

• $260 average order 
• duration: 5 years 
• frequently bought 

categories: furniture, 
kitchen appliances

• $13 average order 
• duration: 21 days 
• frequently bought 

categories: books



Goldstone and Underwood (2014), The Quiet Transformations of Literary Studies 

Topic models



Grimmer (2010), A Bayesian Hierarchical Topic Model for Political Texts: Measuring Expressed Agendas in 
Senate Press Releases

Topic models



Descriptive statistics

• The simplest computational categories are those 
derived from descriptive statistics 

• Not based on features of the data, but rather on 
where how typical a data point is respect to the rest 
of the collection



Outlier vs. non-outlier
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Quantiles



Unsupervised learning
• Classification is an example of supervised learning 

(where supervision is provided by examples of data 
points paired with their known categories) 

• Unsupervised learning finds interesting structure in 
data. 

• clustering data into groups 
• discovering “factors” 
• discovering graph structure



Types of clusters

• Many different ways of learning computational 
categories; the two most common differ in terms of 
the structure between the categories 

• hierarchical clusters 
• flat clusters



Hierarchical Clustering
• Hierarchical order 

among the elements 
being clustered



Hierarchical clustering

Allison et al. 2009



Bottom-up clustering



Flat Clustering
• Partitions the data into a set of K clusters

A

B

C



Flat Clustering
• Partitions the data into a set of K clusters



K-means



Similarity

• Both hierarchical clustering and flat clustering rely 
on measuring the similarity between data points 

• How you choose to represent a data point (i.e., in 
terms of which features to describe) will influence 
the clusters you learn.



Thomas Jefferson’s Library  
Library of Congress



Latent variables

• A latent variable is one that’s unobserved, either 
because: 

• we are predicting it (but have observed that 
variable for other data points) 

• it is unobservable



observed variables latent variables

email text, date, sender

novels

social network

fitbit data

legislators

netflix users

Latent variables



Example: 
clustering

cluster B

cluster A



Example: clustering

Resource description 
matters for inferring 

computational 
descriptions too



Principle Component 
Analysis

Method for transforming a set of original (possible 
correlated) observations into new (uncorrelated) values.

http://setosa.io/ev/principal-component-analysis/



Unsupervised neural 
networks
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• Learns a low-dimensional representation of x  
by predicting itself



http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap1.html

http://neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap1.html


Higher order features learned for image recognition  
Lee et al. 2009 (ICML)



Evaluation
• How do you know when a clustering is valid? 

• Much more complex than supervised classification 
since there’s often no notion of “truth”



Internal criteria

• Elements within clusters should be more similar to 
each other 

• Elements in different clusters should be less similar 
to each other 



External criteria

• How closely does your clustering reproduce 
another (“gold standard”) clustering?



Interpretability

• Good human-created categories generally have 
interpretable semantics, and high agreement rates 
between annotators 

• When inferring categories through clustering, it’s 
often difficult to interpret what commonalities it’s 
learning between data points.



Clustering → classification

• Clustering can interact with classification in several 
ways 

• Automatically inferred clusters can become the raw 
material for manual refinement 

• Assignment of data points to clusters can act as 
features for downstream classification





• $260 average order 
• duration: 5 years 
• frequently bought 

categories: furniture, 
kitchen appliances

• $13 average order 
• duration: 21 days 
• frequently bought 

categories: books

Predict whether an individual will make a purchase 
next week; inferred clusters as features allow you 

to back off to others with similar behavior


